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Subject: Competition to develop the concept of a view point on the construction site of the Museum of 
Modern Art in Warsaw 

 
 
 
Question No 27 
Referring to the competition rules, I would like to ask about the question of the surface, should the 
project be located on the current concrete surface? The surface includes the entire car park at the 
construction site, but it is not on the same level as the surface of the square floor around the parade 
square (it consists of 15 cm high concrete slabs). 
 
Answer to Question 27 
The Ordering Party informs that the level of foundation should be the level of the current concrete 
pavement. 
 
Question No 28 
On behalf of our team I would like to ask you to specify the rules of procedure: 
6) The concept of the facility should make it possible to design it from materials classified according to 
the reaction to fire class according to PN-EN 1350, as A1, S1, D0;  
we are a group of students with no experience in selecting materials of such classification, reading 
publications of a standard that is not generally available in the table does not have such classification 
as A1, S1, D0 is e.g. A1 or A2, s1, d0 (in the appendix screen) - does it mean that A2, s1, d0 can also be 
selected? 
A1 material example is concrete, steel, rock wool, glass wool - these are not environmentally friendly, 
ecological, recyclable materials, we have seen the answer to question 21, but we still have a lot of 
doubts.... 
Could we ask the organizer for an additional explanation, such as for young, inexperienced people? 
Does it mean that materials such as wood, ropes, osmium are unacceptable? 
If there is information on the manufacturer's website that the material has a certificate of non-
flammability, does it mean that it complies with point 6) of the regulations? 
Does this class of reaction to fire class apply to everything that is designed or maybe only to the 
structure of the building? 
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For example, is information board 100x70 foreseen as A1, S1, D0 - what is it made of? 
 
Answer to Question 28 
The Ordering Party explains that it is sufficient (meeting the provisions of the Regulations) to include 
information about the possession by a given material of a certificate of non-flammability or information 
about the necessity to lead to a class of non-flammability of a given material. Detailed solutions will be 
the subject of a detailed design based on the winning entry in the competition. 
 
 
 
At the same time, the Contracting Authority informs that on 05.08.2019 expired the deadline for asking 
questions in accordance with Chapter V, paragraph 2), point 3 of the competition rules. 


